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'^Aw, man, where you goin'?'': Classroom Interaction
and the Development of L2 Interactional Competence
Joan KeUy Hall
University of Georgia

The

interactive practices of foreign language (FL) classrooms are significant to the
development of learners' L2 interactional competence in that these practices are often
the only exposure to FL talk that the learners get, especially in the early years of
language instruction. To gain some understanding of the varied paths that individual
development of this competence can take we must take into account the discursive
structures and linguistic resources of these interactional environments.
This article
reports on a study with such a purpose.
Of specific concern is how topics are
discursively established and managed in an interactive practice whose pedagogical
purpose is to provide speaking opportunities for a group of students in a first year
high school Spanish class. The firuiings indicate that the way in which topics are
developed in this practice differs significantly from how they are typically developed
in ordinary interactive practices outside of the FL classroom.
It is concluded that
learners are getting less than what they need to fully develop their interactional
competence in Spanish. The analysis makes clear our need to give more thoughtful
consideration to how we define the comprehensibility of FL classroom interaction
and the role that it plays in developing L2 interactional competence.

INTRODUCTION'
Research on communication and language acquisition (e.g., Berman & Slobin,
1994; Dore et al., 1978; Ochs, 1988; Snow & Goldfield, 1983; Snow. 1991;
Wu et al., 1994) suggests that a substantial portion of our communicative
competence is fundamentally pragmatic. More specifically, it is d^ned by and
organized around culturally framed and linguistically patterned communicative
plans, goals, and linguistic resources which comprise interactive practices (Hall,
1993; Hall & Bnx^, 1995).^ Typical resources include speech act sequoices
and the presuppositions for their use, tum-taking patterns, and the lexical,
syntactic and rhetorical means by which {xactice-significant topics are devek^)ed.
Research on schooling jx^ctices from a sociocultural perspective (e.g.. Bowers &
Flinders, 1990; Gutierrez, 1994; Smagorinsky, 1993) provides further evidoice
on the practice-specific nature of development According to these studies, what
students learn to do in classroom interactive practices is at least partially based
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on

communicative plans and goals, and linguistic resources that teachers
and 2) the extended opportunities learners are given to work with
these plans, goals, and resources with more expert communicators.
Much communicative leaming in language classrooms is realized through
engagement in regularly occurring interactive practices. In foreign language
classrooms, these practices play an especially significant role in that they are
often the only exposure to communicative patterns in the FL that the students
Looking at the
get, especially in the early years of language instruction.
interaction of a FL classroom from a sociocultural perspective, the important
role that these teachers play becomes evident Most importantly, they construct
framewOTks of interactive jH^tices that are significant to leaming and provide
models of competent participation, including the uses of ^pwq)riate discursive
structures and other linguistic resources associated with the practices. Teachers
also play an important role in providing learners with multiple opportunities to
use these means in ways that help them to devel(^ the competence needed for
1) the

make

their

available,

own

successful participation.

is little empirical research that looks at the interactive
environments of FL classrooms from this sociocultural perspective (although see
Bro(^, 1992; Ohta, 1993). Consequently, although we know that much
talking goes on in these classrooms, we know very little of the kinds erf"
interactive practices that comprise this talk, e.g. of their constitutive discursive
framewOTks and concomitant linguistic resources, and of the developmental
consequences that are likely to result from learners' participation in them.
The study repwted here is an attempt to at least partially fill this gap. Of
specific concern is the model of topic development and management that the
teacher and students of a Hrst year high school Spanish language classroom

Unfortunately, there

discursively construct in

one

particular interactive {H'actice.

First

I

will briefly

explicate the concepts of interactive {HBctices and interactional

competence.
Next, I will discuss a sociocultural perspective of develq)ment in schooling
This is followed by an analysis and
practices and its relevance to the study.
discussion of how topics are discursively established and maintained in one
particular interactive practice of a first year Spanish as a FL classroom. I will
conclude with a discussion of some impUcations arising from the analysis and oi
a proposed direction for future research on related tc^ics.

INTERACTIVE PRACTICES AND
INTERACTIONAL COMPETENCE
Interactive practices are recurring episodes of purposeful, goal-directed talk

which are significant to the establishment and maintenance of a group or
community. The means by which these practices are realized include the
following: typical trajectories of ^)eech acts by which topics are initiated and
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developed, the lexical and syntactic choices that are typical to their sequential and
tc^ical development, participation structures including how turns are taken, and
prosodic and other linguistic means by which typical opening, transitional and
closing moves are signaled. The goals of these practices act as structuring webs
around which the unfolding talk orients. These webs are the common ground

which allows

participants to understand the underlying jn^gmatic intent of the

know what counts as the issue, i.e., the main point or idea,
and what counts as an event, i.e., the specific points being made in developing
the issue. Thus, they help to set up expectations about what is going on and to
place us in a context in which our actions are mutually intelligible. This shared
basis of meaning in turn facilitates the development of the ability to make sense
of the talk: deciding whether, what, and how something said is relevant and
warranted, as well as expanding upon and pushing the talk fcHward in
meaningful, goal-directed ways (Goody, 1995; Sanders 1987, 1991; Snow, 1989;
Wertsch, 1991). For example, the utterance, 'What can I get fcx" you?' has a
typical pragmatic function, and is associated with a typical agenda or set of
purposes, typical contexts, and typical participant roles within those contexts.
utterances, and to

When

those

who

are familiar with the utterance hear

it

conditions and trajectories of interaction are called to mind.

certain goals, topical

These are then used

by the interactants to make inferences about the nature of the subsequent talk.
Competent participation in a community's significant i^actices requires

the

development of interactional competence} Part of this competence includes the
ability to develop and manage topical issues in practice-relevant ways. Research
on topic management (fw a summary see Mentis, 1994) and conversaticMial
coherence (e.g., Sanders, 1983; Tracy, 1982, 1984; Tracy & Moran, 1983)
shows that competent management involves orienting the talk around a
particular theme and rhetorical structure or discursive framewOTk. Generally, we
use the initial or opening utterance of an interaction to signal the main point, or
topic, and the likely rhetoical structure of the talk (i.e., whether it will be a
discussion, an argument, a lecture, etc.) thus trying to construct our subsequent
utterances with those in mind.
Our ability to figure out what is going on
'topically' he^s us to devise relevant next moves and thus respond api^qiriately
to the previous utterance, extend the talk, or detect and ccxrect possible

mismoves (Sanders,

1987).

Utterances are judged as being more or less relevant on two levels, local and

A locally relevant utterance is lexically linked to the prior utterance, and
a globally relevant utterance attends to the larger story line or topic under
discussion. In general, we are expected to follow a global relevancy rule which
involves forming our moves in rhetorically ^propriate ways, based on what we
think the issue or tq>ic-at-hand, i.e., whether we think we and our counterparts
arc 'discussing', 'arguing,' or 'chatting.'
Utterances that do not make a topic
£^arcnt or do not extend it arc judged to be less relevant, and the speaker is
deemed less competent than a q)eaker who makes clear what the talk is about
CTiacy & Moran, 1983). Accoitling to Tracy (1984), when interactants arc
global.
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unsure of what the issue

is,

they follow one or more of the following options:

1) locally tie their utterance to

some

lexical

cue given in the previous utterance;

2) ask the speaker what she is talking about; 3) make a vague remaik, e.g., 'oh,
that's nice'; or 4) respond to the speaker's ^^arent motivation, e.g., 'you don't

seem very h^py about it.' Of these only the first violates the global relevancy
The other three options are attempts at making the issue apparent when the
topical route of the talk, set up by prior utterances, is ambiguous.

rule.

Several linguistic devices are used to create and signal both topical and
including

discursive relevance,
establish the issue

and frame the

the

use of opening utterances that

rhetorical structure.

The

utterance 'so

clearly

what

are

you doing this weekend', for example, is conventionally used to set the topic as
wedcend activities, and the rhetcxical structure as an accounting of possible
events. Also, the use of ellipsis makes clear the distinction between old and new

As

information.

known

the interaction unfolds,

information pertinent to the

tc^ic is generally not repeated, or infrequently rqieated so that

new

to

the issue-at-hand can be highlighted, and thus

what

made

is

novel cr

salient to

the

In this way, interactants are able to develc^ a base of shared

interactants.

knowledge about the topic, attenuating the possibility that they will become
confused about the issue and thus about how to make relevant moves (Halliday,
1994; Mentis, 1994). A final example of a conventional way that topical
cdnsT&nct
items,
i.e.,

is

i.e.,

established and maintained

the use of

the use of

wwds

McCarthy, 1994). Clark (1992,
through fliem

we

is

via the collocation of related lexical

words that co-occur in issue-bounded talk, and reiteration,
that have a common referent (Clark, 1992; Halliday, 1994;
374) calls these lexical neighborhoods and

p.

learn to associate

words

that aiq)ear together frequently and, in

meaning of a new word, we use the surrounding topically
help narrow and refine our possible choices.

trying to figure out the

oriented

wwds to

sum, participating in an interactive (XBCtice involves a range of
competencies, one of which involves attending to and developing an issue in
discursively ^Dpropriate ways.
To do otherwise at the very least eng^Klers
confusion among tfie participants about what is happening, and, more seriously,
makes suspect the interactant's interactional competence.
In

Sociocultural Theory of Development and Classroom Practices
Important to the investigation here is not only what people do when they
engage in interactive practices as competent interactants, but how they develop
this competence. According to sociocultural theoies of development (Vygotsky,
1978; Wertsch, 1991, 1994; Wertsch & Bivens, 1992) our linguistic, cognitive,
and social development as ccxnpetent members of our communities and groups is
socioculturally constructed,
institutional

Through

and

i.e.,

"[it]

historical settings in

participation with others

inherently

is

which

who

linked to

the

cultural,

occurs" (Wertsch, 1994, p. 203).
are more expert in the use of the
it
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significant resources of an activity one leams to
competent perfonnance.

^prqmate

the skills needed for

&

learning leads development (Newman
both the definition of individual growth and
directi(xi that growth takes are partially dependent on the sociocultural
This environment includes: (1) the
environment in which one develops.
historical aixl cultural knowledge and practices that are prevalent in and

From

this

perspective,

Holzman, 1993). That

then,

is to say,

significant to one's surrounding

community;

practices, explicitly or implicitly articulated;

(2) the

and

goals embedded in the

(3) the trajectories

of actions

socioculturally sanctioned as apfHopiate options in the pursuit of these goals.

The means by which a community's

jffactices

are

realized

are

themselves

members' develoimient in that they are the
structuring agents of both the form and content of what gets learned (Wertsch.
1991). Also significant, the guidance that is provided by those who are more
expat participants in these p-actices can take many forms, and includes
modeling, providing explicit directions, and coaching (Rogoff, 1990; Wertsch &

particularly significant to the

Bivens, 1992).
The develojMnent of the ability to interact in the target language is a
significant goal of foreign language learning. Toward this end, teachers of these
classes are

exhwted

to jHovide 'sustained comprehensible input'

and to engage
promote

the students in 'natural conversation' in the target language in order to

If learning indeed leads
such develq)ment (Krashen, 1989; Hadley, 1993).
development, and the develc^xnent of interactional competence in the target
language is a significant instructional goal in FL classrooms, then research on
classroom discourse must take into account the larger interactive environment (rf
'sustained
these classrooms in ader to discover the practices of this

comprehensible input' into which learners are being guided. Knowing what
these practices look like, e.g., their purposes and the typical unfolding of moves,
would help us to better articulate our expectations of learners' communicative
development. We could then make informed decisions about what is actually
happening in FL classrooms and whether it jHOvides few the devel(^ment of
interactional

academic

competence

in

ways

that are ^jpropriate to the learners'

social,

aiKl other interactional needs.

INTERACTIVE PRACTICES AND THE DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERACTIONAL COMPETENCE IN A FIRST YEAR
SPANISH LANGUAGE CLASSROOM
The study

upon here is inframed by the theoretical issues
and motivated by the need i(x empirical data which address
the concerns noted above. The question guiding the analysis was:
summarized

repcxled

earlier,

'
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How

is

management discursively realized in an
on 'speaking' in a first year Spanish

topic development and

interactive ixactice focusing

language classroom?

Method
Setting

and

Participants

The high school £rom which
university

city

of a southeastern

the data are taken is located in
state.

a small

The classroom community

was

comprised of one Anglo-American male teacho" and 15 students. Of these, six
were male, and four were African-American (two females and two males). All
but one student were ninth graders, and all were studying Spanish for the first
time. These students indicated on a questionnaire that was given to them at the
beginning of the study that they were taking Spanish because they were required
to do so. It ought to be noted that in the state where the school is located, the
study of a

FL is required only fw those who are

At the time of

'college-bound.

the study, the teacher had been a language teacher of both

Spanish and French for over fifteen years. He was the chair of the department oi
foreign languages at the school, and was quite active in the local, regional and
state organizations devoted to the teaching of foreign languages. His peers, both
native and nonnative speakers of Spanish, considered him to be very proficient in
He was strongly committed to
his knowledge of and ability to use Spanish.
providing a Spanish language environment for the students and to helping them

develop their ability to orally use the language. Thus, he spent most of the class
time talking in Spanish.

Description and Collection of Data
class was visited weekly throughout the 1992-1993 school year for a
of 37 visits, 30 of which were audio recorded Thirteen of these class
meetings were also video recorded. Field notes were also taken during each of
the visits. In addition to being observed, the students were interviewed as a
group on four separate occasions, once early in each semester, and once towards

The

total

the

end of each semester. The teacher was intaviewed on

The audio

tapes were transcribed in four stages.

six separate occasions.
Initially,

the first

30

minutes of each 50-minute tape were transcribed by a research assistant.'* These
transcriptions were then passed to the teacher. As he listened to the tapes, he
modified the transcriptions, adding notes of clarification where he thought they
were needed. The tapes were checked against the transcripts one more time each
by the research assistant and the principal investigator. The few discrq)ancies
that occurred over what was said on the tapes were resolved through discussicms
among the three. Where no agreement could be reached, the talk was noted as
'unintelligible.'
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Data Analysis
Because of the significant role that the teacher plays in setting up and
maintaining the significant practices of the classroom, particularly in the first
year of language study, I decided to use this teacher's framing of the data as the

Following the initial transcriptions, the teacher was
official coding scheme.
asked to label the various practices embedded in the talk of each of the 30 taped
classes accwding to what he thought was h^pening. He used such labels a*^
'transitioning', 'disciplining a student' and 'drilUng subject/verb agreement,' He
also indicated the points in the talk at which these practices began and ^ded
where there was some overlap, and even those places where he was unsure of
what was going on.
The main concern in this study is the mteractive practice labeled by the
This was chosen because, according to the
teacher as 'practicing speaking'.
teacher it was significant to his goal of developing the students' ability to
participate in 'natural conversation' in Spanish. Perhaps because of the teacha's
instructional intent, this activity was accomplished almost solely by talk. The
use of visual or other aids to move the talk along was infrequent. Instead, it was
the talk produced by the teacher to which the students had to orient in order to

engage

in the practice.

'Natural conversation'

was also the most

frequently

occurring practice over the course of the semester.
After the coding process, the ten class meetings of the

which the

practice appeared

woe

analyzed.

The

total

first

semester in

amount of time spent
amount of class time

was close to 30% of the total
30 minutes of all fourteen class meetings reoxded and
transcribed during the first semester). From this analysis a prototypical model of
the conventional ways in which topics woe initiated and discursively develqjed
was constructed

engaging in

this practice

(defined as the first

Findings
The

on two main concerns: (1) the
which pattem the talk and develop the topics; and (2) the use
resources which establish the coherence of utterances. Each is

discussi(Mi of the findings focuses

rhetorical structures

of three linguistic
addressed in tum.^

Topics and Rhetorical Structure

The conventional rhetorical structure of this jM^ctice is: Teacher:
> Student: Respond > Teacher Evaluate/Follow-up, a pattem which is
reflective of most classroom talk (Barnes, 1992; Cazden, 1988; Mehan, 1985;
Wells, 1993; see also Markee, this volume). The general set of moves involves
the teacher making an assertion ami/or asking a related questicm to which a

Initiate
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The teacher then repeats the student's response and asks the
same or similar question of another student Two examples of this are ctxitained
in Excerpt 1 (See Appendix fw English translation).
Student responds.

Excerpt

1

Example
1

es

T:

1

(from Lesson A)

miisica >L not mUsicaSnot

no

2

musicai es miisicai es milsicai
ahora senor te gustaf te gusta la musicat
no me gustai
no me gusta -I
no me gusta i
no me gusta la musicaite gusta la musicat
no me gusta la musica i \te gusta la musica T
Ll do si si yeah si
aw man where you goin^
sC me gusta la mdsicai te gusta la musical
es

.

.

.

sU
Example 2 (from Lesson B)
cantar cantar cantar si si
cantor te gusta cantar T

me

gusta cantar

me

gusta

si

a ti te gusta cantar t te gusta cantar t
gusta cantar
may bien irmy bien si y Jamaal te gusta cantar f

oh

si

si

me

uhmf
te

gusta cantar T (sings loudly) ca::nta::r

(sings softly) ca::nta::r

s( te

s(
s(

me
me

gustaf
gusta
gusta cantar l

me

gusta cantari si si

topics are initiated and develc^xd within this
lexical chaining." In this process coherence
as
"local
structure is best described
between utterances is created by linking lexical items through the repetition of

The

typical process

by which

or part of the previous utterance. There is no apparent larger topical issue,
agenda, or goal to which the talk is oriented. That is, the practice does not begin
with the raising of an issue or task needing to be resolved, or with an apparent
social agenda, such as 'getting to know each other better.* Instead, in every case,
it is begun by the teacher with a question, e.g., es musica, no [it's music, right]
all
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(Example

The next
just

1

line 1), or te gusta cantar [do

you

like to sing]

(Example 2

line 2).

utterance is either a repetition of the entire jH^^eding utterance or of

one or two

lexical items, to

syntactically related word.

question of several

In

students,

which the next ^)eaker may add a

some
the

cases, as

when

three-part

different but

the teacher asks the

initiate-respond-evaluate

same
(IRE)

sequence is repeated (e.g.. Example 1 lines 4-13). It is this chaining of lexical
items which binds one utterance to the next in the unfolding talk, and not any
larger topical focus.

The lexical events that are used to initiate and chain the talk are locally
determined That is, they address something to which both the teacher and
students can immediately orient. Quite often, for example, the topic used in
opening the talk is related to the day on which the {H^actice is occurring. The
teacher may ask either what day it is and whether students like that day, or if it is
a special day, such as the first day back after Thanksgiving vacation, what the
students did during the vacation. At other times, the teacher uses an aid such as
t^)e-recOTded music, ot a hand-held object to capture the students' attention. In
Example 1 (in Excerpt 1, above), for example, the teacher begins by playing a
ispQ of songs by Glwia Estefan. After about 30 seconds, the tape is turned off,
and the teacher asks the students ej miis/ca, no [it's music, right]. This in turn
leads to a chaining of utterances joined by the terms te gusta [you like] me gusta
[I like] and la musica [the music]. In Example 2, the teacher begins by lexically
chaining to the preceding activity with the word cantar [to sing] which is the last
word uttered in that activity. In no case, however, does the evocation of these
local events lead to any topical talk about them.
The playing of the t^Ded
music, i<x instance, does not lead into talk about the tape, the music, or the
person singing. Nor does an opening utterance in which students are asked what
they did on the previous wedcend lead to an e>q)ected recounting and/or
comparison of activities engaged in by the teacher and students.

Figure

1:

Lexical Chaining
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Figure

1 is

a diagram of the piocess of *local lexical chaining.'

forward moving sequence, in which each utterance

preceding and following it

B

is

A

represents a

lexically tagged to those

represents a repeated-utterances sequence,

when

the

teacher and students are engaged in the IRE-like sequence of 'Teacher assertionexpressive/related question

response.'

In

some

>

Student: response

> Teacher

repetition of student

cases, the next utterance does not repeat an item

from the

motivated by some local nonverbal movement such as
the ^?pearance of someone at the classroom docff, which changes the teacher's
attentional focus. This slight iM-eak in the chaining is indicated by C.
The
chaining process picks up again after these slight breaks, however, and the
pr«:eding move, but

is

ensuing moves are once again lexically hnked to each other. As the chaining
continues, there is a degree of lexical drifting that occurs, so that during any one
class,

what they

initially

are 'talking about'

appear to be 'talking about'

is different

from what they

by the end of the practice.

Interestingly, each subsequent time the class engages in this activity, the
drifting increases. This increase is apparent when comparing
Lessons A and B, which occurred about 6 weeks apart In the first, up until
Santiago makes a move to redirect the talk (Lesson A line 61, see Appendix),
the lexical drift across the previous utterances is slight. There are two lexical
items, me/te gusta, and la musica that are used as the primary links in the chain,
but many of the utterances are simple repetitions. Because there are few lexical

amount of lexical

additions to these utterances,
there is

much more

little

claiming that he likes to sing (Excerpt
lexically related utterances (e.g.,

attention then

moves

I

On

lexical drifting occurs.

apparent drifting in Lesson B.
1,

Example

like to sing,

The

the other hand,

teacher begins

by

2, line 1), then chains several

do you

like

to

sing).

The

to the display of a cartcxMi of Bill Clinton playing the

saxophone, to the mention of the entire Clinton family, to, finally, talk about
Roger, the brother of Bill Clinton. These last utterances are linked to the earlioones by the use of gusta and cantar (see Excerpt 2).
Excerpt 2

62 T:
stt..a Roger le gusta tocar el saxophone T
63 Several Ss:no no
noi no le gusta tocar el saxophone J' qui le gusta
64 T:
haceri qui le gusta haceri
65
cantar
66 Male S:
67 T:
s( le gusta cantar s( a Roger Clinton es un cantante sfT
68 MaleS:
[ sU
69 T:
L le gusta cantar le gusta bueno
.

Beginning on line 70 the teacher inserts a short explanation of the use d"
gusta almost as an aside, but then quickly moves back into the lexical chaining
IH"ocess:

Classroom. Inleraction
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Excerpt 3
gusta Monica te gusta

comer gatost

116 T:

pero

117 Monica:
118 T:

sU

Monica:

me

T:

comer gatos
comer gatos
comprendes comericomer T yum yum gatos S

119
120
121
111
123

s(

Monica:
T:

Female

S:

124 T:
125 Female

S:

1

o noJ'SLi ok
gusta

.

me

gusta

.

me

gusta comer gaiosT

te

gusta

Sylvester Garfield

cats T

sd A

Monica

le

gusta comer gatos i

she likes to eat cats !
sti por supuesto

26 T:

127
128
129
130

te

Several S: (laughter, simultaneous talk)

Male

132 T:

you been eatin cats
no
an ahh no ok an me
(very softly) no me
comer gatos si. name gusta comer gatos bueno Monica a mi

133

gusta comer gatos en pizzai en pizzai

S:

Monica:
T:

131 Monica:

134 Female S:

He

repeats the

si

L

you have

cats

on pizzaT

ERE sequence of moves with which he began the practice, and the
The utterances are chained by the use of some form of

drifting begins again.
'gusta'

and move from asking about liking

cats Oines 116-134).

The

to sing, to asking

about liking to eat

teacher then adds to his initial assertion about liking

to eat cats by chaining on to each next utterance one lexical item. This chaining
propels the talk forward in game-like fashion, and the utterances move from"
'being about' eating cats, to eating pizza with cats, to eating pizza with cats and
chocolate. The practice finally is brought to an end by the teacher with what is

evidently meant to be a
with cats (Excerpt 4).

humorous comment on

the consequences of eating pizza

Excerpt 4

150 1:me encanta comer pizza con gatos y chocolate
the only problem is you get heartburn nine times
152 problema. el unico problema eh me encanta
153 por favor ok
151

It is

si si
si

muy

bien no si

es la unica

clear that the intended direction of topic development and

management

toward the development of local conversational coherence, i.e.,
the connecting of utterances via lexical ties as opposed to some larger issue.
in this practice is

me

solo en pizza solo en pizza

\

}
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This focus

is

most

visible

when

students attempt to violate

it,

when

i.e.,

they

which the utterances are orienting. As stated
earlier, there are a few ccxiventional strategies used by interactants to make their
utterances globally coherent with a prior ambiguously relevant utterance. They
may ask the speaker what she is talking about, make a vague remark, or respond
try to figure out the larger issue to

to the speaker's apparent motivation behind the utterance. There is evidence here

showing

on in the semester, befwe
Lesson A, line 11 (Excerpt 1), for

that students use all three, especially early

the local coherence rule

is

firmly set

In

example, Rafael appears confiised about the discursive direction that the
unfolding talk seems to be taking, and asks, "aw man where you goin?" The
teacher, however, does not follow up on Rafael's query, and continues with the
chaining. In Une 34 (Excerpt 5, below) this same student again expresses his
frustration at not following the topical flow by uttering, "if you'd speak English
I'd understand." In lines 41-42 Rafael finally makes a guess about the topic, but
this utterance, like the others, is not taken

up by the

teacher.

xca
(loudly) es

musica de Gloria Estefan i

Several Ss: r(unintelligible talk)

L(T writes on board
if you'd ^3eak English I'd understand
Pon Poncherelo
si Gloria Estefan
.

.

te

gusta Gloria Estefan^

sU
who's

r Gloria

L

me

EstefanT

s(

gusta

r

me gusta me gusta Gloria
s(>L me gusta Gloria Estefan

L

oh

s(i

that's the

person

Estefan

who was

singing that song that's the person

Other students in

this practice also

the talk is orienting (Excerpt 6).

who was

singing that song

attempt to figure out the issue to which
makes an

In line 61, for example, Santiago

attempt to contribute what could be considered a topic associated utterance,
issue were indeed 'talk about artists and their music'

he has heard of a particular Spanish singing group.

when he asks

if

the

the teacher

if

Initially, the teacher tries to

incOTporate the student's contribution into the lexical chaining process. Rather

than respond directly to the question posed, the teacher asks Santiago if he likes
the group that he named (line 64). In responding, Santiago does not realize that
the intent behind the question is to continue the lexical chain. Instead, he takes

the teacher's question as a display of interest and an invitation to ackl
topically relevant information about the group,
65). This next
talk

move of Santiago's, however,

from the chaining process.

which he attempts

to

do

more
(line

has the potential to dislodge the
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Excerpt 6
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student responses, and teacher follow-ups.
discourse, however,

chaining.

What most often

counts as a relevant next

repeats a part of the preceding utterance and adds

no attention

to the

much classroom and

Unlike

the process of develq)ing topics
its

food

jwieferOTces.'

other

limited to lexical

move is an utterance which
own lexical link. There is

development of any issue such as

their music' or 'discussing

is

'talking

about

In fact, student

artists

and

moves which
made irrelevant

attempt to do so are more or less ignored by the teacher and thus
Furthermore, lexical drifting increases
to the develq)ment of the interaction.

over time.

Linguistic

Resources

While there are

several devices that

may be used

to develq) coherence across

utterances, three are of c(Micem here: (1) queuing utterances setting the topic and
rhetorical structure that will frame the unfolding talk; (2) the use of ellipsis to

make

salient that

which

novel to the topic; and (3) the collocation of related

is

vocabulary items.

As pointed

all cases made by the teacher,
upon and asking a question about a local event, e.g.,
teacher, or the day on which the lesson is being held. Early

out earUer, opening utterances, in

are limited to c(xnmenting

an object held by the
in the semester the students react to these openings as possible topic indicators,
and their utterances are usuaUy attempts at making globally relevant moves. For
example, in Lesson B, when the students are shown the picture of President
Clinton on the overhead projector, many of them apparently think the pw^tice is
moving into talk about Clinton and offer potentially topic-relevant information,
e.g., the names of his family members, that he is {M^esident, and the fact that he
had appeared on the Arsenio Hall Show^. Each of these moves is tokenly
At no time,
attended to by the teacha- with an utterance such as 'sf or 'no.'
however, does he add to any of them, as he is interested in eliciting the name of
President Clinton's brother, apparently so that he can get on with the lexical
chaining with which he begins the practice. Once a student provides the name,
Outside of the
the teacher immediately moves back to lexical chaining.
infrequent use of discourse markers such as bueno [good] or 'ok' to indicate that
the practice is beginning, there are no utterances that are used in any detectable
way that make apparent what the topic and its discursive development are likely
to be.
Ellipsis is anothCT available resource for developing topical ccrfierence.

As

achieved by providing enough information in
any one utterance to indicate whether the information is new or already known.
Once the topic is established we generally do not repeat old information but
ratha include just enough to connect it to the new topical information being

pointed out earlier, this

provided
it

partially

In Uie j^actice examined here, there

Rather, there

making

is

is

much

is

repetition of information

difficult for the students to

use of topical ellipsis.
from utterance to utterance

littie

be able to figure out 'what

is pertinent'

or
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'what

is

to

be learned'

here.

In fact, where students try to use the device, where

they try to provide a short answer to a question, for example, the teacher corrects
their responses by having them provide the already-known-information.
And,

whether they provide it or not, the teacher usually repeats their answers and adds
to them whatever information was left out. Excerpt 7 (below) provides a nice
example of this. Here, the teacher asks Julio the question te gusta la mUsica [do
you like the music]' to which he appropriately responds no me gusta [I don't like
it]. The teacher repeats Julio's answer in an apparent attempt to get him to selfcorrect and provide more infcamation. Julio, however, only repeats his original
statement. The teacher then follows up Julio's response with the complete
utterance, evidently serving as a correction to the student's elliptic one.

Excerpt 7
5 Julio:
6 T:
1 Julio:
8 T:

9

no
no
no
no
no

me gusta i
me gusta i
me gustai
me gusta la musical
me gusta la musicai

te
te

gusta la musicat
gusta la musicat

There are times throughout the semester that the teacher uses ellipsis in
seemingly appropriate ways. In Excerpt 8 (below), for example, the teacher asks
Mercedes the qiKStion, te gusta cantor [do you like to sing] to which she
responds s( [yes]. In respcwiding oh, s([o\i yes] the teacher jHDvides what could
be cwisidered an aligning move, a conventionally ^jpropriate response used to
signal understanding and the establishment of a common ground. Neither the
teacher n<x the student, however, makes a next move to extend the talk. Instead,
the teacher moves cxi to ask two different students the same question:
Excerpt 8
te

gusta cantart

si

oh

s(

s(

me

muy

a ti te gusta cantart
gusta cantar

bien

muy

uhmf
te

te

gusta cantart

bien s( y Jamaal te gusta cantart

gusta cantart (sings loudly) ca::nta::r

(sings softly) ca::nta::r

s( te gusta
s(
s(

me
me

t

gusta
gusta cantar i

me

gusta cantar i s( s(

To the first, Andrea, who
answers the questicxi with more information than necessary to maintain
cdieroKe (lines 4-6), he does not reqx)nd with an aligning move. Rather, he

Interestingly, the responses to these students differ.

ccerpt9

116T:
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relationship

students

is

not an expected one

when they

to wit 'do

you

evidaiced by the initial surprise of the
what the teacho* has been asking Monica,
(Excerpt 3, line 1 16).
While some students find
is

finally figure out

like to eat cats'

humorous (Excerpt 3, line 127), Monica evidently does not.
She seems almost embarrassed about getting caught expecting the expected, i.e.,
to be asked whether she eats something that is edible, as she does not join in the
laughter and instead very softly repeats the more ^jpropriate answer after the
teacher (Excerpt 3, line 131).
This unexpected collocation of word items
these connections

h^pens

regularly throughout the semester.

ways

In sum, the

that these linguistic resources get used to

maintain topical cdierence in this practice

ordinary interactive practices. In the classroom there
topic

openers that

make

clear

finequ^tly Tcpesded,

making

common base of knowledge

it

is little

use of conventional

what the topics of discussion and

Furthermore,

structure are likely to be.

create and

unlike their conventional use in

is

difficult to

in constructing

much of

establish,

more

rhetorical

same information is
use and build upon a

the

linguistically

and discursively

complex utterances. Finally, there is little cognitively complex development of
woixi meanings through collocation and reiteration, and that which does occur
sets up rather unexpected connections among wOTds.

Discussion
In this study

I

have analyzed the creation of an environment within which

students are learning to interact in Spanish.

from the

analysis:

substantive

(1)

what

is

Two

related considerations follow

considered relevant topic knowledge and its

development; and (2) the discursive structures by

development takes place.

I

which

this

discuss the latter issue first

As pointed out earlier, the typical discursive structure used by the teacher to
engage the students in talk differs little from that used in standard classroom talk
(Barnes, 1992; Cazden, 1988). We have learned from such studies on classroom
discourse (see Johnson, 1995, for a summary) that the cyclic IRE pattern of
teacher-student interaction limits the options for student talk predominantly to

the speech activities of repeating, listing, and labeling.
Unfortunately, the
develq)mental consequoKes of providing such a limited repertoire of
possibilities for students in any classroom are likely to be as limited, as pointed

out by Wertsch and Smolka (1993) and others (e.g., Gutierrez, 1994; Palincsar et
al., 1993; Tharp
Gallimore, 1991). That is, it is less likely that the students

&

devetop the discursive forms and functions for engaging in complex,
extended talk about a topic if they are rarely provided with these more ccmtiplex
discursive fi^mes and multiple opportunities for using them. This I^ classroom
will

practice,

whose primary pedagogical purpose

students to engage in talk,

is

to

pwovide opportunities for

not likely to lead to the students' develq)ment ct
the knowledge of complex discursive patterns in the target language nor ability
to use them.
is
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to

The seccHid, and perh^s more significant, concern raised by the analysis has
do the students' learning about topic relevance, and atvout how topical

coherence
section,

is

created within and across utterances.

topic development

is

As

previous
almost exclusively

illustrated in the

defined and accomplished

through lexical chaining in this classroom. There is no overarching topical
agenda or issue, social or academic, to which students can appeal for judging
whether a move is warranted, or for making decisions about how to expand upon
the talk in topically relevant ways. Additionally, there is little utilization erf"
devices which could help in the construction of a shared base of topical
knowledge.
The potential consequences of this adher^ce to the local coherence rule are
several. First, the cues the teacher uses in his fffactice to establish a common
object of discourse and reflection among the students, i.e., 'that which is to be
learned or accomplished' are not those which are likely to lead to the
develq)ment of cognitively complex discursive knowledge including rhetorical
framewOTks for displaying such understanding. Nor are they likely to lead to the
development of the ability to use other, equally complex js^gmatic skills such
as inferencing, anticipating, and building upon presuppositions in the creation oi
topically complex thought In fact, much of the interaction makes ^parent that
the students cannot rely on a set of expectations similar to what they might use
when interacting in other contexts, and therefore would do well not to build such

expectations.

For example, as shown
eat cats (Excerpt 3, line

1

earlier,

when Monica was asked whether she

16) she found that she could not rely

liked to

on her constructed

talk to infer a likely relevant answer, since she did not
completely understand the question. In an ^jparent attempt to emphasize his
point about the unreliability of such knowledge, the teacher first makes Monica
repeat the entire utterance of liking to eat cats (lines 1 19-121). Then, in bringing
her re^x)nse to the attention of the entire class, he conducts what could be
considered a public shaming of Monica for her attempt to use what she had

knowledge of the prior

learned about the practice up until that time (lines 124-134).
The lack of any larger topical issue to which the talk is wiented also makes
it difficult for the students to build topic-related semantic knowledge. As seen in

two excerpts jHOvided here, much of the talk involves a limited variety o(
simple words used in simplistic ways, a condition which varies little over the
course of the semester. Because so few words are used, there is little chance to
build knowledge of word meanings through their contextual and discursive
placements, or through their connections to other words. Also, the connections
actually made are quite often illogical (e.g., lexically tying the eating of pizza to
the eating of cats), making it equally difficult for the students to use their
the

sense knowledge developed from experiences in p^tices outside the
classroom to help make sense of the jM^tice here and become a competent
The wad develc^ment that does occur is occasi(xially
participant in it.
cognitively confusing, and almost always cognitively undemanding.

common
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As

pointed out in

the

discussion

on the sociocultural perspective of

develq)ment, learning to competently participate in an interactive practice occurs
more readily when the learners know what is going on i.e., the purpose of the
interaction, including what count as relevant topics and rhetorical structures, and
when the talk is wiented to them. Unfortunately, little of this kind of learning
potential is available to the students in the practice examined here. Students are
never told what they are doing nor "where they goin'," topically, pedagogically
or otherwise. Furthermore, since they never really move beyond the activity of
lexical chaining, the learning potential embedded in what they are exposed to is
quite limited and limiting. The interactive environment, for example, gives
students

complex

little

they can use as scaffolds for the subsequent construction of more

linguistic, interactive, and rhetorical

building about what and
interpersonal,

social,

significantly, such

knowl^ge.

how something was
academic

or

memory

building

goals
is

is

In additicMi,

memory

accomplish a particular
More
almost impossible.

said to

not even necessary to their participation.

Extended participation in this jKS^Uce offCTS students very little toward the
develq)ment of what is needed for L2 interactional competence outside of the FL
classroom. At its worst, extended participation in such a practice could facilitate
the development of L2 interactional //jcompetence.
It may be easy for some in the field of foreign and second language learning
to dismiss these findings. In doing so,

they

may

cite

either the students'

and inability to sustain more complex talk, or the teacha's
own incompetence as grounds for the kind of talk found here. To claim the first
As
misconstrues the findings on the pactice-specific nature of learning.
discussed earlier, what we learn to do in classroom (and other) practices to a large
degree depends on (1) what is made available to us in these environments by
those considaed more expert in the realizations of the practices; and (2) the
extended opportunities we are given to develop our own abilities with these
linguistic naivete

what we learn to do in a FL classroom is partially determined by
what the teacher makes available. If the environment doesn't provide much lo be

experts. Thus,

learned, there isn't

much

the students can learn. In this case, then, concluding

that the kind of interactive

due

environment found here

is

inevitable and necessary

in large part to the students' linguistic limitations begs the question.

to interpret these findings as a reflection of the
incompetence in Spanish, and to claim that this classroom is
unlike most other FL classrooms. My experiences with this teacher and my
own as both teacher and student in beginning foreign language classrooms, as
It

would also be a mistake

teacher's

own

well as those reported by others (Hall

& Davis,

1995) suggest that this teacher

is

highly proficient in Spanish, and that such talk is quite common in FL
classrooms at least at tl^ beginning levels of instruction, and is aMisidoTed to be

These intuitions and accounts were ccMToborated by
responses from several expaienced teachers of Spanish at both the high school
and college levels with whom I shared the transcripts of Lesson B. Significantly,
adequate and app-oimate.

all

thought (1) the talk was like what they jM-ovide their

own

students;

and

(2)
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the teacher was being quite successful in jx-oviding a linguistically rich, and
comprehensible environment for his students. The two aspects of the interaction
that were most frequently mentioned were the teacher's almost exclusive use ol
Spanish, and his attempts to provide simple syntax through multiple repetiticms.
TTius, at least based on own and others' experiences in the FL classroom, it can
be concluded that the fmdings are not idiosyncratic.
I suggest here that a more reasonable explanation rests on the theoretical and
pedagogic treatment given to terms such as 'compH^hensible input' 'natural
conversation', and 'linguistically rich environments' in research on FL and SL
acquisition. The theoretical work of Krashen (1980; 1989) on the nature of

language devel(^ment has

perh^

brought most attention to these terms.

His

claims about the role played by 'meaningful' teacher talk in the i^-ocess oi
language learning claims which are partially based on early studies oi

—

(cf. Gleason, 1993; Gallaway &
summaries of such studies) have [H-cxnpted many
investigations on teacher and student talk in L2 classrooms. Relevant to this
study is how 'comprehensible input' has been c^raticMialized in those studies.
Generally, an input-rich environment has been defined as that filled with such

'motherese' and child language development

Richards,

1994,

for

features as semantically and syntactically

—

simple constructions, repetitions,

rephrasings, learner requests for clarification and confirmation, and use of back-

channels and

fillers (for

reviews and summaries on studies of comprehensible
Gass 1993; Pica, 1991, 1994;

&
A glance at the excerpts of talk

input see, e.g., Chaudron, 1988; Crookes

Wesche, 1994).

provided here reveals that

many

of these features are frequently used by both the teacher and students. From one
perspective then the talk is comprehensible. However, if we use the perspective
of talk-as-discursive-pBctice, and include such features as those used in topic
development and management in defining 'comprehensible input', the talk no
l(Miger spears so meaningful and rich in its developmental potential.
The concern then is not how we define the abilities of either the teacher or
the students. Rather, it is with the features of talk we have OMisidered to be
significant to the creation of comprehensible input. While there is a consensus
that a learner's linguistic environment is a major contributor to her development,
the way that FL teachers realize and define this environment determines in large
part what gets treated as significant to FL learning in classrooms. Considering
the findings of this study, it becomes clear that providing interactive

environments which help facilitate the development of learners' L2 interactional
competence, particulariy their jKactice-^)ecific discursive knowledge and skills,
involves significantly more than the use of, e.g., simple syntax, multiple

and clarification requests.
These findings also make apparent the need f<x further investigation into the
interactive environments of FL classrooms. Through more detailed analyses ci

repetitions,

the various activities accomplished through interaction in this environment,
rather that

it

is

we

one generic discursive framework, but
a compilation of a wide variety of diverse practices, engagement

will probably find that this talk has not
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in which is likely to jHxxiiK:e a variety of quite diverse - and significant communicative consequences in the learners. Consequently, differences in how
FL classrooms define and structure their interactive environments will facilitate
the development of different knowledge bases about those environments, and
subsequently, of learners with different mindsets, i.e., different social, linguistic
and cognitive expectations for how to structure and interpret theirs and others'
participation in that talk. That there are different discursive frames, structures
and functions to talk, and that there are Unguistic, social and cognitive
OMisequences to the varied uses of these resources may be easily overlooked if
the classroom environment is defined as one type, e.g., 'communicative'
'comprehensible' ot 'naturalistic' and if the features of such talk are defined only
in terms of semantic and syntactic simplicity, and the use of simple discourse
features such as com[H«hension checks and clarification requests. Once we are
able to determine the kinds of interactive practices that comprise FL classroom
talk, we will be able to give attention to devising practices, and jweparing
ourselves and other language teachers to talk in ways that better facilitate our
students' L2 interactional develq)ment.

CONCLUSIONS
As

research

grounded in

a

sociocultural

theory

of

development

suggested, and the findings from this study demonstrate, the talk that

is

has

provided

FL

classroom environments by more expert users of the language can as
it can facilitate their learners' L2 interacti(Mial development.
If our learners' growth is partially defined by what is being provided to them to
learn, and we agree that a goal of FL teaching is to help students' develop their
ability to communicate with speakers of the language they are learning, then we
need to begin to examine what it is we are providing as interactive environments
for this develq)ment. At the very least, knowing the discursive frames of these
practices, e.g., their conventional purposes, rhetorical firamewoiks and linguistic
resources typically used, will help us to determine whether what we are doing is
in fact leading to the development of our learners' L2 interactional cwnpetence in
ways that are appro[HTate to their social, academic and other interactional needs.

in

easily constrain as
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meeting of the America Association of Applied Linguistics, Long Beach, California, and for the
Cognitive Studies Group, Institute of Behavioral Research, University (rf Georgia, May 1995.
'interactive practice' has its roots in such terms as 'genre' and 'speech event' as used by
(1972), and the tenm 'practice' as used by, e.g.. Lave and Wenger (1991). There are,
Readers are directed to Hall (1993) where some
however, slight but important differences.

The term

Hymes

ccHinections are

^

made and

Interactional

defmed

distinctions drawn.

competence as

it

is

used here

is

A

Gumperz

one aspect oi communicative competence as
its linguistic, social and cognitive

fuUer description of
(1981).
dimensions can be found in Hall and Brocks (1995).
by, e.g.,

The transcriplioo conventions used in the following excerpts include brackets [ to indicate
simultaneous talk; a colon to indicate vowel lengthening; underlining _ to indicate loudness; and
directional arrows Ti to indicate rising and falling intonation. Lexical ties are in bold face.
:

English translations of the two lessons from which the excerpts ccmtained in the text
appear in the Appendix. In these, utterances originally spoken in English are italicized.

A popular late night talk

show

at the

come

time of the study.

APPENDIX
the Two Lessons:
8/30/95 This begins about 30 seconds after the bell rings when the teacher turns on the
audio tape and begins to play music. The music lasts for about 30 seconds. The interacticm begins
when the teacher turns off the tape recorder.

Enghsh Translations of

L^son A

1

T:

it's

music ngt music not

no
it's

music

now
I
I

I

sir

don't
don't
don't
don't
don't

.

.

it's

musici

do you

.

like itt

musici
do you like the musicT

it's

like iti
like iti
like iti

musici do you like the musicT
musici fdo you like the musicT
[/ do yes yes yeah yes
aw man where you goini
yes I like the musici do you like the musicT
yesi
(same IRE pattern of Q and A continues)
Qoudly) it's music by Gloria Estefan i
I

I

like tlie
like the

E(unintelligible talk)

ICT writes on board
if you'd speak English I'd understand
yes Gloria Estefan
Pon Poncherelo do you like Gloria EstefanT
.

.

yesi
y^*-^

f

r

who's j Gloria EstefanT
[l yes like

yesi

I like I like

Gloria Estefan fyesil like Gloria EstefaT
\_oh that's the

person who was

singing that song that's the person who was singing that song
(T pdays tape again and asks Ss whether song is in English or Spanish)
hey can we listen to some Spanish rap called the Spanish (unintelligible)

pardonT
(repeats the

name

[unintelligible])

do you like itT
yeah [(unintelligible talk)
Lah good fantastic do you have the tapeT
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67 Santiago:
68 T:
69
70 Ss:
71 T:

72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80

MaleS:
Rafael:
Laura:

yeah
yes Tthe tape

is is the (goes to get cassette tape) here (holds up tape)
the tape class the tape
the tape
yes::: yes the tape do you have the tape of::: (unintelligible)
do you have the tape tthe tapet
where' d you get it
where'd you get it

do you have
do you have
do you have

on tape
on tape
Rafael:
it on tape
Santiago:
I don't have it on tape I saw it in a store
in a \ store
T:
Lo::::h buy it for me i eht
ok good fantastic i
81
(moves into next activity—drilling of numbers)
Julio

it
it

I

saw it

B 10/12/92 This begins begins about 20 minutes into the class, occurring right after a
student reads aloud a poem. Chie of the words in the pxjem was 'cantar.'

Lesson

I

T:

to sing to sing to sing yes yes

2

do you

3 Mercedes:
4 T:
5 Andrea:
6 T:

yes

7

uhmt

8

Rafael:
T:

9 Rafael:
10 T:
II Rafael:
12 T:

13-62

62 T:
63 Several Ss:
64 T:
65
66 MaleS:
67 T:
68 MaleS:
69 T:
70-115

I

WVx

to sing I

lilie

to sing

IDce to singT

oh yes do you like to sing^ do you like to singT
yes I like to sing
very well very well yes and Jamaal do you like to singT

do you

like to singT (sings loudly) to si::ng

(sings softly) to si::ng

yes do you like toT
yes I like to
yes I like to singi I like to singi yes yes
(T places cartoon of President Clinton playing the saxophone on the
overhead and asks who his brother is. >\Tiile T tries to elicit the name,
several students comment upon the picture. Just before hne 62 a S
provides the name.)
yesT.does Roger like to play the saxophoneT

no no
noi he
.

to

saxophonei what does he

doesn't like to play the

doi what does he

like to

like

doi

to sing
yes he likes to sing yes Roger Clinton

is

a singer yesT

Eyesi
the likes to sing he likes to good
(T spends a few moments lecturing Ss in English about when me vs. te is
used. They thai engage in another questioning round with 'te gusta
cantar.')

do you

116T:

but

17 Monica:
118 T:

yesi

119 Monica:
120 T:
121 M(mica:
122 T:
123 Female S:
124 T:
125 Female S:
126 T:
127 Several S:
128 Male S:

IVke

1

.

yes or

noi

like

...

Monica do you

ves::

ok

.

I like

.

I

like to eat cats;^

do you

like to eat catsT

like

to eat cats
to eat cats

do you understand to eat to eat^ yum yum catsTSylvester Garfield
cats *
yesi Monica likes to eat cats
she likes to eat cats \
yesi of course
(laughter, simultaneous talk)

you been

eatin cats

—
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no
no ahh no ok

129 Monica:
130 T:
131 Monica:
132 T:
133
134 Female S:
135-149

(very softly)
eat cats yes

I

I

don't

don't

like to eat cats good Monica I
on pizzai oa pizzaiTonly on pizzk only on pizza
\you have cats on pizzal
(T continues telling Ss what he likes to eat with pizza (i.e., cats and
chocolate). Meanwhile, there is an increase c^ simultaneous talking
among the students. T begins to close the activity on line 150.)
I love to eat pizza with cats and chocolate yes yes very well no yes
the only problem is you get heartburn nine times yes it's the only
proHem the only problem eh I love
please ok
.

I (jon't

like to eat cats

150 T:
151

152
153

(moves into next

activity

grammar

lesson)
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